
     Intervention (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

Intervention from Highest bigger than the beast 

Teachin' peace to the glitch  

Earth Heaven each week 

Intervention (echo), from the Highest...is bigger than the beast...teachin' peace to the glitch, Earth 

Heaven each week 

 

 

Verse: 

 

Just want to do the art and serve Community yet the evil we see 

So it's truth to power slayin' demons is democracy 

Free Press to beat the fascist dogs with humility 

Nations facing death impulsive change (in president) was absurdity 

 

Road to power birtherism now effects communities 

Like a group lesson all effected by deficiency 

Lack of Integrity lies were told repeatedly 

Hopefully the Beast receives it's punishment by G.O.D. 

 

Forcing us to work together God (the) Father purpose lean 

Spirit Mother Earth how it made the global virus seen 

Unfortunately learning how a lie destroys the unity 

Check it at the root because distract and divide is mean 

 

Leaders of perdition showing no responsibility 



Guilty of the covid cover up demagoguery 

What we see within effects was in the cause initially  

Legacy of death is now their names (they) brought hostility  

 

 

Hook: 

 

Intervention from Highest bigger than the beast 

Teachin' peace to the glitch  

Earth Heaven each week 

Intervention (echo), from the Highest...is bigger than the beast...teachin' peace to the glitch, Earth 

Heaven each week 

 

Verse: 

 

We said it a thousand times I ain't playin' 

Collectively P.I.M.P. with no delayin' 

G family fellowship word is bond we sayin' 

Every day at a time we peace one Spirit stayin' 

 

What do they want? To project and divide 

Call covid a hoax like impeachment Free Press really tried 

To Define how the devil steals destroys telling lies 

People are just trying to live New Millennium tries to fly 

 

Families of Earth have more money than leader scratch 

Tell it where to go let the people keep teachin' the facts 

Harvest Time Choose Love ditch the the beast as it reacts 

That was festering underneath when Civil-Rights tried to hatch 



 

Repeat the truth forward not left or right that's the past 

Glitch repeat itself again destroyed itself fast 

Drama trauma leaders spectacles that won't last 

The children seein' through it New Beginning brass tax 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Intervention from Highest bigger than the beast 

Teachin' peace to the glitch  

Earth Heaven each week 

Intervention (echo), from the Highest...is bigger than the beast...teachin' peace to the glitch, Earth 

Heaven each week 

(2 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace... love is eternal mystery...Truth and facts are the glitches greatest adversary...we pray for leaders 

who are a voice of love, respect and substance... to take the stage connecting Earth Villages towards 

sustainability...Men (and Women       ) of respect... we're taking confessions from the "repugs"... and 

then the Harvest Fissure… God is still on the thrown...lie and deny doesn't hold true because it lacks 

heart...peace...(an extra note regarding the global/National opponents who are still playing around 

with truth…everyday, their glitch behinds are messing around like they did with “birtherism”…day in 

and day out, their pest behinds are lying….I just hate them, because they are always pests, 

always!!!...…annnnyway…praying for peace…Dr. King said that hate is to great a burden to bear, so I 

can dig it…I have forgiveness in prayer, but since they won’t stop lying, and we’re still going through 

it, they gotta repent, so I pray God deals with them…were the soldiers who were fighting Hitler living 

in forgiveness for him all the time? Nope…anyway…But gotta get back to the peace……do they think 

God was playing with us all these years? Those who know owlin peace unity know what’s up…but God 

has a long term plan…we are people of peace)….peace on Earth….1 


